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Comment on “Heat-Flow Induced Anomalies
in Superfluid 4He near Tl”

In a recent Letter [1], Haussmann and Dohm (H
presented a renormalization group treatment of the4He
lambda transition in a heat currentQ. In this Comment,
we use simple arguments that yield the same criti
point exponent for the depressedTl, and nearly the
same critical velocity, but indicate that HD may not ha
calculated the proper specific heat anomaly.

NearTl, the heat current is given byQ  2rsysST in
standard notations of the two-fluid model. Of the term
in Q, only rs andys may be singular, so for the purpos
of computing exponents, we writeQc , srscy2

scy2dyysc.
The numerator is a singular term in the free ener
density, and every such term goes to zero inversely as
correlation volume, i.e.,rscy2

sc , j2d . The denominator
is given by [2]

ysc  2is"ymd j=cjyc , j=cjyc , (1)

where m is the atomic mass of4He. Thus ysc has
the character of an inverse length. Since the correla
length is the only relevant length at a critical poin
ysc , j21 , tn , wheret  sTl 2 T dyTl. Thus Qc ,
j2dt2n , or

Tls0d 2 TlsQd , Q1ynsd21d, (2)

which is the same result arrived at by HD.
Equation (1) envisions a wave-function-like order p

rameter which, in uniform flow has the formc  c0ei $k?$r ,
where $r is a space vector and$k is related toys by
$ys  " $kym. The order parameter is governed by a d
ferential equation [3]

j2=2c  sjcj2 2 1dc , (3)

which has a solutionjcj2  1 2 skjd2. Thus jcj2 is
driven to zero at superfluid velocity.

ysc  "ymj  112tn fmysecg . (4)

This justifies the argument in Eq. (1) thatysc , j21.
Fluctuations are taken into account by using the exp
mental value ofn rather than that predicted by mean fie
theory.

Equation (4) may be compared to the results of HD

ysc  f1y
p

6 2 0.0112g2n"ymj  70.3tn fmysecg .

(5)
The difference is due almost entirely to the fact that HD
critical velocity is the consequence of a stability criterio
≠Qy≠ys $ 0, rather than simply the velocity that drive
jcj2 to zero. The same criterion gives a factor2ny

p
6 in

Eq. (4).
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FIG. 1. The scaling function discussed in the text.

We now turn to the heat capacity anomaly. Und
superfluid flow the free energy per unit volume is i
creased by [4]DFsT , ysd  rsy2

s y2. At constantQ, the
proper free energy to use isFsT , $qd  F 2 $ys $q, where
$q  rs $ys. The molar heat capacity change is

DC  2sTV≠2DFy≠T 2d $q  2fTV≠2s2q2y2rsdy≠T2g $q

 z sz 1 1dQ2Vt2sz 12dys2r0S2T3
ld  fsQyQcdt2a

fsQyQcd  9.2sQyQcd2 fJymole Kg , (6)

where rs  r0tz , r0  0.37 gycm3, S  1.58 Jyg K,
z  s2 2 ady3  n, a is the heat capacity expo
nent, V  27.38 cm3ymole is the molar volume, and
Qc  7580t2n fW cm22g [1]. The dashed line in Fig. 1
is the scaling functionfsQyQcd of HD. The solid line
is our result which is based on the two-fluid mod
neglecting any dependence ofrs on $ys. It is not clear
to us why the HD calculation differs so little from thes
standard arguments in its other principal results, and
much in the predicted heat capacity.
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